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The One Year Mother-Daughter Devo is designed to be used by a mother and her tween daughter;

both can read and understand the same devotion and share in the â€œgirl gabâ€• section to discuss

their understanding of Scripture and their relationship with God. The devotion will strengthen

mother-daughter relationships as well as their relationships with God. Topics for the devotions are

centered around issues that best-selling author Dannah Gresh is known for addressing through her

books and mother-daughter conferences. Topics include modesty, purity, self-esteem, handling

emotions, witnessing, living the faith.
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Dannah Gresh's writing ministry serves teenagers, and girls who are striving to stay pure and to live

in a way that is pleasing to the Lord. Her heart for purity, character, and discipleship in young girls

comes through in The One Year Mother Daughter Devo. Equipping mothers with this devotional,

Gresh has provided an open-and-go devotional resource that mothers and tweens (9-12) can read

together.With enough devotionals for one each day, moms and daughters can simply open to the

current date (devotionals can be somewhat seasonal), open scripture together, read the focus

verse, and the devotional itself which ranges anywhere form object lessons, character sketches,

theological explorations, animal antics, and more. For extra fun (and bonding) mother daughter



teams can do the activities and discussion activities in the sidebar. There are crafts, recipes,

discussion topics, written activities, and more.This devotional is diverse and well balanced, covering

a wide-range of topics important to the spiritual growth of young girls. My oldest daughter (8) and I

have read through several weeks worth of devotions together and she really seems to enjoy the

one-on-one aspect of talking with me about spiritual matters (we also read the Bible together daily

and discuss it). I do feel that she'll get more out of it in another year or two so I'm putting it on hold

to revisit then.The conversational, laid back writing style of Gresh is accessible and humorous,

though I have to admit that the `valley girl' verbal styling does grate on my nerves from time to time.

Each devotional is a single page in length (with some of the additional crafts and recipes included in

the appendix).
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